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The site-specific installation, photo and video works of Japanese artist Rumiko Hagiwara
revolve around coincidental encounters within daily life situations that often emphasize
factual errors or coincidental approvals between image and language. Hagiwara combines a
western conceptualist approach (ready made objects) with influences from traditional Japanese culture (shadow, light, reflection), and aims at twisting the omnipresence of the unnoticed trace of human action and behaviour into subtle, and often humoresque poetics of the
ordinary.
Rumiko Hagiwara was born in Gunma (Japan) and studied at the Tokyo Zokei University
in Tokyo (2000-2004). She was an artist in residence at the Rijksakademie van Beeldende
Kunsten in Amsterdam (2008-2009), at AIR Antwerpen in Antwerp (2013) and at Air Berlin
Alexanderplaatz(2017).
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Titles
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“ Ten square meter of shadow ”
The title Ten square meter of shadow was engraved on the marble plate and its plate is creating the indicated size of shadow as an insubstantial art work in the empty space.

2011
marble title plate, lamp, 10m2 shadow
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“ Name garden ”
This is a photograph of a botanical garden in a winter when most plants were underground and only the nameplates were standing on.

2012
photo
113 x 76 cm
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“ Dozen “
This installation is possible to be presented only in Flemish(Dutch) speaking lands .
“Dozen” is the number “twelve” in English and “Dozen” is “boxes” in Flemish(Dutch).

2015
12 boxes, title plate
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According to English Wikipedia, a weed is a plant considered undesirable in a particular situation, “a plant in the
wrong place”. Some plants are great harvests in one context, but on the other hand they can be regarded as wrong
in another context. Moreover the weed could be the species that can survive in diverse environments and reproduce quickly; in this sense it has even been applied to humans.
I presented the definition of weed extracted from Wikipedi on the nameplate and placed it next to the actual
weeds growing at the corner of the yard as the site-specific installation.

“ WEED ”
2016
Site-specific installation,
title plate, weeds
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Imitating
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“ Black hole ”
2010
photo
83 x 115 cm
Hagiwara cuts her hair usually by herself. One day she noticed
that her black hair on a floor looked like a black hole.
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Stills from the video

“ Earthquake Magnitude 7.0 ”
2008
video installation
2min. 33sec.

This video begins with the static image of still life. Suddenly someon’s hands comes into
the frame and starts to shake the table imitating an earthquake.
When the gradual decreaze of the shakes reached to the end, the video image faded out.
Projection view

URL: http://www.rumikohagiwara.com/japanese/?p=282
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“ Foggy Antwerp”
The photograph of the beautiful Antwerp landscape whose image was shoot in a foggy day.

2013
photo
53 x 23 cm, framed
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Stills from the video

“ Full moon ”
2014
video
1min. 4 sec.

When audience(s) listens a sound of someone walking a room, closing a window and turning on a light, a full moon suddenly appares
on the view.
It was a reflection of the round ceiling lamp on the window.
Installation view

URL: http://vimeo.com/89627893
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The title of this site-specific installation already indicates the fact that this is the fake wind. Certainly there is no
wind inside of the pavilion as its windows are closed. From the backside window, audiences can even confirm
the trick by seeing that the motor is pulling transparent threads hooked onto the branches of the tree.
However when audiences observe the action that the tree inside pavilion swings simultaneously with the sound
of wind coming from the speaker, they recognize the blast of wind passed through the pavilion. Our cognitions
around things are quite uncertain and therefore they are mysterious.
By displaying the fake wind as the fake in the contrast of nature, our unreliable perception was twisted and it
eventually creates the humorous poetry on our view.

“ Fake wind ”
2016
Site-specific installation at the hunting pavilion in Meise
Botanical garden.
Tree, transparent thread, lamps, Mp3 player,
wind sound through speaker
and motor in synchronized setting
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Space between
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Projection view

“ Exit in my studio ”
2009
video
1min. 30sec.

Stills from the video

This video begins with an image of Hagiwara’s studio. With zooming in movement, audience(s) slowly
notices a sunglasses on a table that has a reflection of a window and the video image is fading out into the
lightness of the window.
URL: http://www.rumikohagiwara.com/english/archives/284
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“ Space between black and white ”
2008
flip book
15 x 9 x 7.5(H)cm

This is a flip book that makes
animation from Black to White or White to Black.
A ping pong ball(White) on which has a logo “All right”
is falling into the universe(Black).
Space between Black and White is All right.
URL: http://www.rumikohagiwara.com/english/archives/250
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“Reflection of pedestal / Inside of pedestal / Shadow of pedestal”
2012
3 photos
46 x70cm(reflection of pedestal) / 29x28cm(inside of pedestal) / 46 x70cm(shadow of pedestal)
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Stills from the video

“ Space between yellow and blue ”
2009
video installation
2min. 46sec.
This video begin with an artificial color of yellow. Slowly audience(s) would notice
that the yellow was closer detail of a yellow flower and its location was a green field.
With the movement of zooming out and panning up, the video image would shift
toward a sky blue and ended with artificial blue color.

URL: http://www.rumikohagiwara.com/english/archives/78

Installation view
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One and other
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“ Marble and Brick ”
2009
photo
96 x 135 cm
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“ Red pen, Yellow pen, Blue pen ”
These are drawings of color pens but in black and white.

2010
pencil on paper
15x21cm/ 15x21cm/ 15x21cm
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Frontside view

There are 2 stones installed with a title plate. Second stone is hidden behind the
first stone, and therefore, the title of the installation work from the front side is “one
stone”. If audience(s) comes around the backside and notices the second stone behind, then the title is changed from “one stone” to “two stones” on the plate.

Backside view

“One stone / Two stones”
2013
installation
2 stones, title plate
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“One cup / Other cups”
2014
site-specific installation
314 cups, door, title plate
There is a cup standing behind
of the door.
When audience(s) goes around
the backside of the door, he/she
will notice that the cup is on a
pile of the other cups, and the
title of the work changes from
“one cup” to “other cups”.

Frontside view

Backside view
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A4 paper
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“ 074 2466863627 3/3 “
When Hagiwara printed her KLM e-ticket (nr.074 2466863627) for Amsterdam to
Tokyo return trip, this image came out on the third page.

2014
framed print of KLM E-ticket Amsterdam - Tokyo page 3
29.7 x 21 cm
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“ Photo of A4 paper ”
The photograph of A4 paper is printed on the bigger size of the paper. It is the image of A4 paper even though seven
times enlarged A4 paper is no longer called as A4 paper.

2014
photo
150 x 202 cm, inkjet print
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“ Drawing of A4 paper ”
2015
Pencil on paper
29.7 x 21 cm
A drawing of A4 paper on an A4 paper.
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This is a single blank A4 photocopy that had been re-copied 100 times.
Copy-machines never create perfect photocopies, they always catches dirts and distort the original image. In repetition of
re-copying, the dirts were accumulated bit by bit. In the end, the original image of blank A4 paper which was white paper
had turned into the black paper.
* This work was an assignment for the group exhibition “Capitalist Melancolia” in HALLE 14, Leipzig.

“ Copy of white paper “
2016
photocopy, framed
21x29.7cm
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ART
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Stills from the video

“ Designed Art “
2014/2015
book(15 x 10 cm / 69pages)
video(50sec.)

Collection of designed logotype of “Art” from Magazines and Books.
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“ This is Art ”
One spot light is installed at the front of the gallery in order to project a shadow of the
word “Art” inside of the Vitrine in the evening. The word of “Art” is the part of the gallery logo “Jeanine Hofland Contemporary Art” labeled on the glass of the Vitrine. The
projected shadow of Art is on the center of the Vitrin gallery as an art work. This sitespecific installation titled “This is Art”.

2014
site-specific instllation
lamp, window, shadow of gallery logo and title plate
(This work was only on view between 4:30 and 6pm at Jeanine Hofland Contemporary Art during the
exhibition “IF YOU MAKE THAT KIND OF JOKE, THEN WE CALL IT A LIE”)
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Still from the video

A Japanese artist is drinking with her gallerist in a bar, making a conversation about her problem. She can’t
pronounce the sound of “R” well, for instance the word of “ART” in English, because English sound of “R”
doesn’t exist in Japanese language. By practicing the sound of “R” again and again together, their conversation concluded that her art context is that she is a Japanese artist who can’t pronounce ART in the art
world.
URL: http://www.rumikohagiwara.com/english/archives/1584

“How to pronounce ART”
2015
video
7min.46sec.
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Humor
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“Laziness is the absence of
movement and thought, dumb
time – total amnesia. It is also
indifference, staring at nothing, non-activity, impotence.
It is sheer stupidity, a time of
pain, futile concentration…
Those virtues of laziness are
important factors in art.”
Mladen Stilinovic

Still from the video

An artist should allow herself/himself periods of non-making in order to stay sane. However in late capitalist societies,
this is a luxury because labor is highly valued, while idleness is mostly looked down on. In order to be lazy, one must
fight internalized social judgments. In fact, the laziness is the refusal attitude in search of a space of the exception
within a dominant system. Ultimately, to achieve laziness demands hard work. If laziness is not only non-work, but
also indeed, a different kind of work, then what is its function and what economy is it part of? How can we redefine it
to counter judgmental conceptions of laziness?

Collaboration with Mounira al Solh

In Praise of Laziness is a research project addressing these issues, launched by Rumiko Hagiwara and Mounira Al
Solh. Several events were organized during an artist residency program at Kunsthuis SYB in order to distort our lives
in constraints. Consequently collaboration video work “In Praise of Laziness” was compiled with the video documentations.
URL: https://vimeo.com/138954846

2014/2015
video
56min.

Password: ahaha

In Praise of laziness
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Performance, CC strombeek theater

Throughout Hagiwara’s narrative in ‘Ghost in Silence’ - which refers to the literal translation of the Chinese characters
describing the word humour – she investigates the meaning, and misreading of humour when crossing cultural boundaries, following the concept of migration, misunderstandings and the displacement of her own sense of Japanese humour
within a western (art) context.
Ghost in silence consists of compiled naratives and its visual references, written, narrated and performed by herself.
URL: https://vimeo.com/244803940
Password: ahaha

Stills from the video

“ Ghost in silence “
2017/18
Video / performance
5 surround sound, 20min.
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Lost in translation
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“Carved apology “
2017

soap, pedestal, display turn table, title plate

“Dogeza”(土下座) is a Japanese traditional act of apology which often evokes misunderstandings. If one didn’t understand this specific Japanese code, or depending on
where to gaze the figure, its sign can be interpreted radically differently.
The figure of Dogeza was carved with a block of Soap and displayed on a turning table
on a high pedestal.
“Dogeza” is described in the video/performance ‘Ghost in silence’ which consists of
narratives about lost in translation in a cross-cultural situation.
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Detailed image

In ‘Ghost in silence’, Hagiwara narrates the difference of silence between Japanese and European.
The extracted narrative is attached with the drawing.
This music score consists of various lengths of rest signs which indicates no sound, but from a specific angle, it is a variation of meaningful silences.

“Drawing of silence “
2017/2018
a series of pencil drawing on paper(40 x 15 cm) or wall
text printed on transparent paper
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One said, ‘The flag is moving’. Another said, ‘The wind is moving’. The other said,‘Not the wind, not the flag, mind is moving’
Persentation overview, CC strombeek

“Drawing of Ambiguity“
Japanese puzzling jokes that have poetical sense are selected from Zen cryptic dialogues or online
collections by Hagiwara’s point of views. They are translated into English and drawn with pencil on
several walls.

2018
a series of pencil drawing on paper(40 x 30cm) or wall
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Rumiko Hagiwara / 05.2018

